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The 21st century everything is fast and furious. Due to revolution in technology, now a days 

data is available at the tip of finger but analysis and summary of the same is bit difficult one. Very 

few trustworthy sites are there. Especially in case of Scientific literature which site /blog/ book 

we should refer is the big conflict.  

  

 To focus torchlight on this conflict alongwith a strong solution about the same 

Yashwantrao Bhonsale  College of Pharmacy in association with  of MANAV :The Human 

Atlas initiative organized one day National Level Webinar on “ How to read scientific 

literature and Introduction to project MAANAV” on 26th September 2020. The webinar was  

sponsored by DBT Govt. of India, Persistent Systems , NCCS and IISER Pune. The webinar 

was conducted on Google meet platform by eminent speaker Hon. Dr Anupama Harshal W 

Consultant (Scientific Communication and Public engagement IISER Pune) . The 

registration were done through google forms and registered candidates received mail for the 

same along with google meet ID and password.  

The programme started with objective behind this webinar by IQAC coordinator Mr. 

Vinod Mule . Further he introduced Dr. Anupama Harshal Wadwalikar in brief .  

The session was continued with address delivered by Honourable Principal Dr.Vijay 

Jagtap Sir. In his address sir focused on necessity for selection of such topic and expressed 

curiosity about project MANAV.  

 Coordinator further requested Dr. Anupama for her session.  

In the session Dr.Wadwalikar spoken about the different easy but non trustworthy 

sites which are generally searched for scientific info and which could lead 

misunderstandings.  

   Dr.Wadwalikar further continue about sites, how to read and extract review, 

research article and also notified how to choose correct article for the reference. Most of the 

time we get confused and stuck up while selecting data, Dr. Wadwalikar also commented on 

this how to tag important lines while reading literature. In the last session Dr.Wadwalikar 

explained what is project MAANAV and how we can become a part and parcel of the 

project. She also appealed to the students to promote research activity.  

After completion of session Mr.Vinod Mule sir proposed vote of thanks and he session 

was opened for question answer. Participants raised very interesting question regarding 

literature survey and project MAANAV and the questions were satisfactorily answered by 

Dr.Wadwalikar .  

 At the end of session link for exam is shared via email and based on the marks 

obtained participants had received certificate.  

Total 225 participant got advantaged for this seminar .  

 



 


